In spite of being a classical problem, the current techniques available for Symbolic Integration are not sufficient to evaluate a variety of integrals coming from Mathematical Physics, such as Bessel functions. The Method of Brackets [2, 3] , a heuristic process appearing in the evaluation of Feynman diagrams, can be used to evaluate symbolically a large class of single or multiple integrals. It represents an extension of the so-called Ramanujan Master Theorem [1] . The first implementation of the Method of Brackets has been written by the author in the open-source computer algebra system Sage. This implementation allows experimentation with representations of the integrand, which can affect output and efficiency. An algorithm that chooses the best representation of the integrand is being developed.
The Method of Brackets
In the Method of Brackets, the integrand is replaced by a series representation via a sequence of ad-hoc rules. Brackets appear in these rules. The preliminary setup converts the integral into a bracket-series. Rules for the evaluation of the bracket-sum involve solving a system of linear equations. These rules also determine conditions required on parameters for the convergence of the integral.
Definition 1 A bracket a is a symbol associated to
∞ 0 x a−1 dx. Definition 2 For f (x) = ∞ n=0 a n x αn+β−1 , the bracket-series n a n αn + β is ∞ 0 f (x)dx.
Definition 3
The symbol φ n :=
is called the indicator of n.
α is assigned the bracket-series
.
Rule 2 Assign
n φ n f (n) an + b −→ 1 a f (n * )Γ(−n * ) where n * solves an + b = 0.
Rule 3 If the assignment leaves free indices, any divergent series is discarded. In the case that several choices of free indices are available, the series that converge in a common region are added to produce the integral.
The first step in the implementation of Method of Brackets is the assignment of a bracket-series to the integral. The conversion of integrand factors to series representations is performed recursively by lookups and applications of Rule 1. Next, each integral and its corresponding variable of integration are converted into a bracket-series as in Definition 2. By Rule 2 or its r-dimensional version, one summation eliminates one bracket. If there are as many brackets as summations, the system of one or more linear equations is solved in the application of Rule 2 to find the value of the integral. In the case with more summations than brackets, a matrix is assembled from the list of brackets and all possibilities of free and fixed indices are determined. For each of the above choices, a system of linear equations corresponding to the fixed indices is solved, producing a series over the free indices. If there is only one free index in the series from the previous step, each series is simplified and convergence conditions are determined when either the series can be recognized as a hypergeometric function or is found to have only finitely many terms. Experimentation has shown that the only satisfactory representations of the integrand are those that minimize the difference between the number of summations and the number of brackets. Other representations produce only divergent summations. Experimentation with examples in [2, 3] illustrates that as much grouping as possible should be performed even when factoring is not possible. Several representations might minimize this difference, but the one among these with the fewest summations must be selected for efficiency reasons. For example, the expression e −βx 2 −γx may also be written as e −βx 2 e −γx . Using either of these representations, the Method of Brackets produces the correct value for the integral 3.462.1 in [4] (example 9.3 in [2] ). The original representation requires three summations whereas the second representation requires only two summations. This case has been handled by an explicit rewrite rule to use the first representation, but representations of other functions may also have similar effects on the efficiency.
Future Work
This implementation is being used on a variety of definite integrals from [4] to gain intuition to develop appropriate algorithms, especially an algorithm for the automatic determination of the best representation of the integrand. Algorithms for the improved simplification of sums and multi-sums, determination of convergence conditions, and automatic determination of series representations will also be developed.
